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Random House, New York U. S. A., 1995. Hardcover. Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition: Fine.
First Edition. Marfree, acidfree F/Fine 1stEd w/ shiny color-illus on black unclipped DJ; no names,
not marked-in, underscored, clearance or discard. Mails from NYC usually within 12 hours. ; 9.8 x 6.5
x 1.2 inches; 261 pages; \nFrom Publishers Weekly The title is the first sly joke in this wacky romp in
which a has-been novelist gets entangled in deception and slapstick with his agent, his publisher
and the mafia. Chafets (Inherit the Mob) maintains an arch tone throughout the shaggy-dog tale of
ex-literary wunderkind Mack Green, who, on his 45th birthday, gets a plot idea that he thinks will
revive his career: an aging former literary star who, like Mack, has done little but drink and chase
women for years, writes a yearlong diary before returning to his midwestern hometown to kill
himself. Mack's book shapes up nicely, but Mack, often a tad obtuse, doesn't know that Artie
Wolfowitz, his publisher and ostensible friend, has been sabotaging Mack's sales for 15 years, ever
since he found out that Mack had bedded his wife. Nor does he know that his agent, Tommy Russo,
who's also...
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This ebook may be worth a read, and far better than other. It is among the most incredible ebook i have read. You will like the way the article writer publish
this publication.
-- Ca nda ce Ra ynor-- Ca nda ce Ra ynor

An exceptional pdf as well as the typeface utilized was interesting to see. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am very happy to
explain how this is actually the best pdf i actually have go through within my individual daily life and might be he greatest publication for possibly.
-- Fr eddie Zula uf-- Fr eddie Zula uf
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